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Abstract

This paper describes a new method to tracing the extended bodies

in constant time .After the contour of the input image is de�ned , we

apply our method which consists of three phases .

In the �rst phase , we determine the Nearest Neighbor NN in Θ(1) time

.In the second phase , we trace the segment and determining the median

PE .

The third phase consists of tracing the extended bodies by linking the

medians PEs in constant time .

The new algorithm runs very fast and reduces the computational com-

plexity of almost algorithm based on tracing methods .

Keywords: Parallel processing , Re-con�gurable mesh Computer .

1 INTRODUCTION

Digital extended bodies are used in several �elds of computer graphics ; dis-
crete geometry and digital image analysis . The tracing methods of such bodies
is subject to many researches and results .[3],[2]. The most of these tracing
methods can process only simples curves .Curves having more sophisticated
topology with self-intersection can be handled by methods considering recur-
sive decomposition of the canvas containing the curve. In[1] ; the authors
propose a graph theory -based algorithm for tracing the curves directly and
eliminate the decomposition needs . In this paper , we propose a tracing meth-
ods ; not only for simples curves or arbitrary shaped curves ; but for extended
bodies and in constant time .
The new algorithm runs very fast and reduces the computational complexity of
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almost algorithms based on tracing methods.we don't need recursive methods
anymore . The rest of the paper is organized as follows : in section II ; we
recall the architecture parallel .in section III we explain Θ(1) nearest neighbor
[16] that serves as a basis for our approach in tracing extended bodies . A
Θ(1) time algorithm for tracing extended bodies is introduced in section IV .
Finally , examples and results show that better can be obtained by employing
our algorithm .

2 The architecture parallel

The parallel architectures have known a large development these recent years.
They are presented in numerous topological shapes, such as, linear, planar,
pyramidal, cubic and hyper cubic networks. This large number of architectures
requires an adequate classi�cation taking into account several criteria. Among
these criteria, we distinguish for example, the size of the machine, its autonomy
of addressing and connection, data type used etc. This classi�cation allows the
programmer to choose an appropriate computational model to perform the pro-
grams. Several proposed classi�cations were described in the literature; the
diversity of the architectural solutions makes di�cult the establishment of a
general taxonomy. The well known classi�cation is based on multiplicity of
the instruction and data �ows. It proposed four types of data machines, they
are: the Single Instruction Single Data (S.I.S.D), single Instruction Multiple
Data (S.I. M.D), multiple Instruction Single Data (M.I.S.D) and multiple In-
struction Multiple Data (M.I.M.D) machines. Throughout this classi�cation,
the concerned model in this work ,It is the 2-D planar grid or matrix of n x n
processing elements (PE). It is an S.I.M.D structure where in the word model
the PE's use data buses of width at most log2 n bits. Also, in this model, the
PE's has the autonomy of operation, addressing and connection.

2.1 Topology and Structure

A Re-con�gurable Mesh Computer (RMC) of size n x n, is a parallel machine
having n2 Processing elements (PE's) arranged on a 2-D matrix as shown in
Figure 1. It is a "Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)" structure, in which
each PE(i, j) is localized in row i and column j. It has an identi�er de�ned by
ID = n x i + j. Each PE of the mesh is connected to its four neighbors (if they
exist) by communication channels. It has a �nite number of registers of size
(log2 n) bits. The PE's can carry out arithmetic and logical operations. They
can also carry out recon�guration operations to exchange data over the mesh.
The re-con�gurable networks that are presented as the processors matrix were
improved considerably these last years. Indeed many theoretical and practical
works appeared in the literature use this architecture as a computational model
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[4], [5]. More particularly the recent related works propose new re-con�gurable
models [6],[7]. These re-con�gurable networks are based on a dynamic change
of the mesh shape. They are quali�ed as the polymorphic grids of processors.
These architectures are provided with an instruction set of recon�guration in
order to get several topological shapes according to the problem to be solved.
They are presented typically in the form of a multidimensional network of
processing elements connected to a communication bus having a �xed number
of wiring of In-put/output. When this bus is reduced to only one bit width,
we speak about "bit-model" machine, whereas for a mesh of size n x n having
a bus of width (log2 n bits), we speak about "Word-model" machine as in [6],
[8] . Figure 1, shows a 2-D representation of this model. Re-con�guration is
locally made by adjusting the bus switches at each PE. The control of these
switches o�ers to the PE's connection autonomy. Indeed, di�erent PE's can
simultaneously select various switches to achieve a given con�guration. This is
based on local decisions made by each PE. Also, it is possible for all the PE's of
a selected group to carry out unconditional operations of con�guration, where
the PE's carry out recon�guration instructions to activate their switches

Figure 1: Re-con�gurable mesh computer model of size 8 x 8

2.2 Basic Operations of a PE

2.2.1 Arithmetic Operations

Like any standard processor, the PE's of the RMC have an instruction set
relating to the arithmetic and logical Figure 2. Di�erent bridging con�guration
of a PE. a) Simple bridge, b) Double bridge, c) Crossed bridge
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Figure 2: Di�erent bridging con�guration of a PE. a) Simple bridge, b) Double
bridge, c) Crossed bridge

operations. The concerned operands can be local data of a PE or the
data received on its communication channels after an inter-PE data exchange
operation. In the "bit-model" machine of size n x n, the calculation in the
PE's is carried out bit by bit, whereas for the types "Word- model" of the
same size, calculations are done on words of size at most (k=LogB2B n bits),
where k is the width of the communication bus of the PE's.

2.2.2 Con�guration Operations

In this part, we present the three kinds of bridging operations carried out by
the PE's to facilitate the data ex-change over the mesh. These con�guring
operation were largely exploited in several parallel algorithms to enhance the
algorithmic complexities [9],[10] .

2.2.3 1Simple Bridge (SB)

A PE of the RMC is considered in SB state when it establishes connections
between two of its communication channels. This PE can connect itself to
each one of its channel bits, either in transmitting mode, or in receiving mode.
It can also isolate itself from some of its bits (i.e. neither transmitter, nor
receiver). Various cases of SB �gures are realized, they are: {EW, S, N}, {E,
W, SN}, {ES, W, N}, {NW, S, E}, {NE, S, W}and {WS, E, N}. E, W, N
and S indicate the Port sides of a PE; they are: East, West, North and South
respectively. Figure 2(a) shows the di�erent con�gurations of the SB state.
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2.2.4 2 Double Bridge (DB)

A PE is in a DB state when it carries out the con�guration operations creating
two independent buses by its communication channels. The di�erent possible
con-�gurations that can be obtained are: {EW, NS}, {ES, NW} and {EN,SW}
. Figure 2(b) presents the di�erent con�gurations of the DB state.

2.2.5 3 Cross Bridge (CB):

A PE puts itself in CB state by connecting all its active communication chan-
nels in only one bus. This operation is generally used when we want to transmit
information to all the PE's of a connected component at the same time. The
CB state is de�ned by the unique con�guration: {NESW }, where only one of
the four ports of a PE can be locked, otherwise the CB state becomes an SB
state, see Figure 2(c). These various bridges are applicable on the two types
of machines "bit-model" and "Word-model". Their establishments require the
setting of the associated switch-ing matrix at each PE.

2.2.6 Inter Processors Operations

The inter processor operations are principally classi�ed in the data exchange
category. Data exchange may occur between several pairs of PE's each others
or between one or more PE's and a group of selected PE's.
To illustrate

the concept of inter processor operations, we present an example of data
exchange procedure named "Direct broadcasting" The "Direct broadcasting"
procedure consists of transmitting information from a given PE over a mesh
resulted by the CB operation, to all the connected PE's on this mesh. The
complexity of this operation is: iteration. The necessary instructions are:

All the PE's go to the CB state.

All the PE's couple themselves in receiving mode on the resulted bridge,
except for the PE which will transmit data. It must be coupled in transmitting
mode.

The transmitting PE transmits Data on its bridge. Thus all the receiver
PE's can read concurrently the same information on their 'communication
buses.

More details about the recon�guration operations in technological point
of view and communication cost are discussed in [3], where the polymorphic
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torus is equipped by the same recon�guration network as the re-con�gurable
mesh.

3 Nearest Neighbor NN

Determining the nearest neighbor NN is used in data processing in several
areas particularly that of image processing where it is used in the operations
of characterization, classi�cation or pattern recognition . Several authors have
proposed algorithms with various complexity degrees and depend mainly on
the type of architecture. If we limit our scope of investigation to parallel
architectures types associated nxn mesh, we can cite for example the article
in [MIL89] , which presents an algorithm for solving this problem with O(n)
operations complexity . For a machine RCM , we can �nd in [ELM90] an
algorithm that reduces this complexity to Θ(log n) operations and in [BOU01]
an improvement of that to achieve a Θ(1) operations complexity . It is this
last algorithm that we present here for use it in our application for extended
bodies tracing in Θ(1) operations. This is justi�ed for two reasons. On the
one hand, it was designed for an architecture MCR and the other hand, it
runs in constant time. Finally, note that the problem of nearest neighbor can
be extended to the problem of �nding k-nearest neighbors that is operating
in certain applications such as interpolation [DAV73] classi�cation in speech
recognition and shape as well as in the areas of decision [DUD73], [ELM95].
We Can �nd in [BOU01-2 an article ] we have already published in scienti�c
journals and which present a search algorithm for k-nearest neighbors in MCR
architecture with a complexity of Θ(log2h + k. (k + 1) / 2).

3.1 Search of the nearest Neighbor algorithm

3.1.1 Presentation

Given a set S of points P (i, j) characterized by their Cartesian coordinates i
and j .. The set S is stored in an nxn MCR at a rate of one pixel per PE .
The PE receiving the points of S are said to be marked while the other PE
expressed unmarked. This parallel algorithm is designed to determine the NN
for each marked PE ; and the Euclidean distance that separates it from its NN
in Θ(1) operations. To do so, we associate with each marked PE an exclusive
area of unmarked PE in which their NN exist and can not exist elsewhere .
This exclusive area is a set of columns de�ned by two main columns . The �rst
contains the marked PE which we want to search the NN , While the second
contains the marked PE the PPV on the same line. The second main column
is considered a boundary between two exclusive zones : an Exclusive Right
Zone ERZ and Exclusive Left Zone ELZ . Figure 3 shows two exclusive zones
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associated with a marked PE : the PEA .. The PEB and PEC are respectively
the right NN and the left NN who share the same line as the PEA. The search
of PEA NN will be conducted in two stages : The �rst on its ERZ and the
second on its ELZ . We associate with each exclusive zone a calculation zone
CZ corresponding to the all unmarked PE along the same line as the marked
PE in order to calculate the NN . The calculation zone is divided into two
parts: a Calculating a Right Zone CRZ and a Calculation Left Zone CLZ . On
Figure 3 there are two zones of computing ; the �rst consists of unmarked PE
belonging to the segment [A, B], while the second consists of unmarked PE
belonging to the segment [C, A].

The execution of the algorithm involves in two phases. The �rst concerns
the data broadcasting and calculation of distances, while the second is dedi-
cated to the search of NN.

3.1.2 �rst phase of the algorithm

This phase is performed in three steps . During the �rst two stages ; it said
steps of projections, each marked PE gets in the way DB (Double Bridge) to
broadcast its data in its exclusive zone. The third step is a step of distances
calculating .
Step 1: Data Broadcasting on a South East This step requires the execution
of the following operations :
1 - All unmarked PE pass in the state DB mode and connect their receiver on
the north and west ports .
2 - All marked PE pass in the state DB mode and connect in transmitter mode
on their southern and eastern ports, and in receiver mode on their northern
and western ports . ( con�guration NS,EW ).
3 - All marked PE forward their contact details on their eastern and southern
ports, and receive at the same time as unmarked PE on their west and north
ports .

Step 2: data broadcasting in a North West

This step is performed by reversing the role of the marked PE ports com-
pared to the previous step . Thus, they transmit on the northern and western
ports and receive on the south and east ports . After performing these two
steps, all the PE of the mesh have a set of four pairs of coordinates, in addition
to their own pair of coordinates. Note that depending on the location of PE in
the mesh, some do not have four pairs of coordinates. If a PE does not receive
no value on a port, it must consider that it is in�nite in the next step.
Step 3: Calculation of distances

1 - Each PE of the mesh computes the Euclidean distances separating him
and the four marked PE that have sent him their coordinates.we Denote by
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dN, dE, dS and dW the four distances (�gure 4). 2 - For each unmarked
PE we de�ne the distances D1, D2, D3, D4, which are given by the following
expressions:

D1 =
√
(dN2 + dE2) D3 =

√
(dS2 + dE2)

D2 =
√

(dN2 + dW2) D4 =
√

(dS2 + dW2)

3 - For each marked PE, we have dE = 0 and dW = 0 as the marked PE
are located on the borders of the exclusive zones. For these PE we de�ne D1,
D2, D3, D4 by: D1 = D2 = dN D3 = D4 = dS Figure 3.16 shows the various
distances used by the unmarked PE A.

4 - All the PE of the mesh calculate the following distances:

DD = MIN (D1, D3) which corresponds to the distance in the ERZ

DD = MIN (D2, D4) which corresponds to the distance in the ELZ

5 - Each unmarked PE compares its value DD with dE and retains DD =
MIN (DD, DE) as the new value of DD.

Figure 3: Calculation of distances after projection

3.1.3 Second phase of the algorithm

This second phase is to determine the NN of a marked PE is done in two
stages. The �rst is done in the ERZ of a marked PE , while the second is done
in the ELZ .

First step: determining the NN in the ERZ
In this step, each marked PE has to �nd its NN on the right side using the
DD value calculated in the previous phase. To do this, the marked-PE block
its communication canals located on the left to work in the right computing
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zone . (See Figure 5 a). The calculation of the minimum value of DD val-
ues in each zone is done Following the procedure for determining the Min by
bus arbitration. At the end of this operation, one or more PE appear with a
minimum distance denoted dD and the coordinates of the corresponding PE.
These informations are transmitted to the marked PE in its zone .

Second step: determining the NN in the ELZ

The marked PE uses the same previous step procedure by activating com-
munication canals located on the left to operate in its ELZ . (See Figure 5
b). At the end of this second phase,the marked PE has the minimum distance
denoted dG.
After these two steps, Each marked PE has two values dD and dG, the nearest
neighbor is located at the distance dmin = MIN (dD, dG).

Figure 4: Delimitation of the calculation areas in second phase of the algorithm

3.2 The Θ(1) time algorithm for extended bodies tracing

Our algorithm takes place in three stages :

3.2.1 determination of the NN

Each PEA seeks its PPV and calculate that the Euclidean distance dmin be-
tween them. we exploit the paragraph III results .
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3.2.2 the Segment Construction and The determination of the PEm
(median PE)

Here(�gure 6), each PEA built a segment with its NN PEB. Each segment
is de�ned by yi =ai xi +bi . (ai, bi) are the slope and the constant of the
segment. PEm is the PE that is in the middle of this segment and has the
coordinates Xm =(XA+XB)/2 ; Ym =(YA+YB)/2 . The PE which has the
coordinates Xm = ( XA+XB ) / 2, Ym = ( YA+YB ) / 2 are the median
PE. Each PE gets in the way DB (Double Bridge) to broadcast its data in its
exclusive territory. is exactly the same thing that in paragraph 3.1.2 . in �gure
8 all unmarked PE projection (k, l, m, n) or (o, p) of the mesh has a set of
four coordinate pair of marked-PE (PEA and PEB), in addition to their own
information. The search for the median PE is either vertical (k, l, m, n) or
horizontally (o, p). We choose arbitrarily the vertical method. Each PE of the
vertical projection (k, l, m, n) transfer The two parameters Xm=int(XA+XB
)/2. Ym=int(YA+YB)/2 to all unmarked PE located in the same column .
For example, the PE (k) transfer (Xm, Ym) to all the PE on his column that
calculate the minimum value of (Xi-Xm) and (Y-Ym) and communicate with
each other to decide which one has the minimum value and can be an PEm.
Therefore, the PE (k) knows among the PEs of his column that can be a PEm.
It's the same thing for PE (l), PE (m) and PE (n) who know in his column
everyone that can be of PE median. The �nal step is that the PE of the
projection communicate with each other to decide which is exactly the PE
median .
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Figure 5: The segment building and the median determining

In this stage , all PE become unmarked and only PEm become marked .

3.2.3 Extended bodies tracing

For tracing the body, it remains only the problem of PEm binding .
For this we apply the same theorem of NN knowing that PEm are unmarked .
Each PEm seeks its NN. we note here that PEm is not de�ned by the cartesian
coordinates xi and yi but by the coordinates (ai, bi). Each PEm seeks its
nearest neighbor and it is the same thing exactly like before except that in
paragraph III swe seek the minimum distance, here we seek the minimum
slope .
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Figure 6: the new PE coordinates

Figure 7:

3.3 Experiments and results

To check the utility of the method presented above ; we have prepared a set
of input images which the PEs of the contour are marked . From the above
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experiment ; it was shown that the method presented in this paper could suc-
cessfully recover the tracing of the extended bodies in Θ(1) time .

Figure 8: Original image
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Figure 9: Original image

Figure 10: Original image
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Figure 11:

Figure 12:
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Figure 13:

Figure 14:
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Figure 15:

The �gures 9 ,10 and 11 are the input image , the �gures 12, 13 and 14 are
the result of determining the NN and the PEm . The �gures 15 , 16 and 17
are the output image for Θ(1) time extended bodies tracing .
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Conclusion
In this paper ; we have presented a new algorithm which recover the ex-

tended bodies tracing in Θ(1) time . The method is based on Re-con�gurable
Mesh Computer and consists of two phases . In the �rst phase each PE seeks
its Nearest Neighbor NN in Θ(1) time . In the second phase ; we trace the
extended bodies by binding the medians PE . The new algorithm runs very
fast and reduces the computational complexity of almost algorithms based on
tracing methods.we don't need recursive methods anymore .
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